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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】
【2】1. After signing her name on the letter, the professor ________ it with glue and dropped it into a mailbox.
• recovered
‚ sealed
ƒ struck
„ tossed
【3】2. When televisions first became ________, very few people could afford them, but now almost every
household owns at least one at home.
• stable
‚ mature
ƒ available
„ obvious
【4】3. I have ________ myself to one cup of coffee a day since the doctor advised me to cut down on the intake
of caffeine.
• awarded
‚ invested
ƒ consumed
„ restricted
【4】4. Those who say that quitting smoking is impossible just can not resist the ________ of cigarettes.
• disposition
‚ composition
ƒ comprehension
„ temptation
【2】5. You should be more confident. I hope you are soon feeling ________ about your chances for starting a
new career you wish for.
• systematic
‚ optimistic
ƒ eligible
„ feeble
【2】6. The ________ of food should be conducted with special care in summertime because food spoils quickly.
• conservation
‚ preservation
ƒ reservation
„ occupation
【4】7. This fertilizer is produced by mixing up several ________ with water and soil.
• conventions
‚ investments
ƒ disadvantages
„ compounds
【4】8. We could not decide the final price immediately because the price is a matter of ________ between the
buyer and the seller.
• exploit
‚ installation
ƒ restraint
„ negotiation
【3】9. Calcium ________ causes many elderly people to suffer from broken bones so the elderly should drink
more milk.
• efficiency
‚ proficiency
ƒ deficiency
„ frequency
【1】10. Hundreds of protesters, gathered on Istanbul’s Taksim Square, were ________ by police, who have fired
tear gas.
• dispersed
‚ dispatched
ƒ disputed
„ dispensed
【2】11. People have expressed concerns over whether the rights of citizens had been ________.
• infallible
‚ infringed
ƒ inflected
„ infrequent
【3】12. The military can ________ without a trial any citizen accused of being a terrorist.
• debate
‚ show
ƒ detain
„ offer
【2】13. The purpose of the Montreal Protocol is to ________ aerosols and other chemicals that created a hole in
the Earth’s protective ozone layer.
• add
‚ eliminate
ƒ relax
„ exclaim
【4】14. We reached almost ________ agreement to use the falcon as our team’s mascot. Only one voted against
it.
• persistent
‚ deliberate
ƒ scornful
„ unanimous
【2】15. The kidnapping turned out to be a ________, which was actually schemed by the hostage himself.
• scenario
‚ hoax
ƒ maniac
„ catastrophe
二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】
【4】16. I’m very sorry for not answering your call immediately. I ________ my hair when you called.
• washed
‚ has washed
ƒ had washed
„ was washing

【1】17. The extent of Joan’s knowledge on various subjects ________ to me.
• is astounding
‚ are astounding
ƒ is astounded
„ are astounded
【4】18. Jack! How many times do I have to remind you ________ up your coat when you get home from school?
• hang
‚ hung
ƒ hanging
„ to hang
【3】19. Individual differences in children must be recognized. While one child might have a strong interest in
math and science, ________ child might tend toward more artistic endeavors.
• one
‚ other
ƒ another
„ the other
【1】20. However hard we tried, we just couldn’t find the person ________ car was blocking the driveway.
• whose
‚ that
ƒ his
„ and
【2】21. The bus came late this morning. If it ________, I would have made it to class on time.
• had
‚ hadn’t
ƒ did
„ didn’t
【3】22. Woman: It’s supposed to rain tomorrow.
Men: I know, but the forecast ________ wrong. Weather forecasts are far from 100% accurate.
• is
‚ must be
ƒ could be
„ will be
【4】23. Garlic was believed in ancient Rome to make people courageous; ________, Roman soldiers ate large
quantities of it before a battle.
• otherwise
‚ likewise
ƒ nevertheless
„ therefore
【1】24. Linda has good news. The engineering firm where she had an interview yesterday ________ her a job
soon.
• may offer
‚ had better offer
ƒ might have offered
„ must have offered
【3】25. Whereas some parts of the world get an abundance of rain, others ________.
• are warm and humid
‚ are cold and wet
ƒ get little or none
„ get a lot
【4】26. But for the rescue dogs, the baby buried under the debris could never ________.
• find
‚ be found
ƒ have found
„ have been found
【2】27. Artists today exhibit a freedom in their work that would not have been accepted ________ the
impressionists not strayed from the normal path.
• were
‚ had
ƒ if
„ should
【4】28. Characters cannot be counterfeited, ________ put on and taken off as if it were a garment to meet the
whim of the moment.
• nor can it
‚ nor it can
ƒ nor it can be
„ nor can it be
【4】29. Giraffes engage in combat using their necks. According to some researchers, the longer the neck is,
________ the giraffe is to win a fight
• more likely
‚ likely
ƒ the likely
„ the more likely
【3】30. ________, Jack can quickly find out what is wrong with the computer and repair it.
• Has been well trained
‚ To have been well trained
ƒ Having been well trained
„ Having been well training
三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】
第一篇：
People who spend much time online may be addicted to the Internet. These people may develop problems in
relationships, schoolwork, or jobs, and sometimes even 31 large debts due to shopping or gambling. Symptoms
of Internet addiction include a constant desire to get online, feelings of restlessness or irritability when not online,
using the Net to escape problems, etc. If a person shows three or more of these symptoms throughout a year, he is
probably suffering from the psychological 32 called “Net compulsion.”
There are three factors that make the Net so addictive: accessibility, control, and excitement. As the Net offers
24-hour 33 to virtual gaming and trading sites, online auction houses, pornographic materials and sex chat
rooms, some users begin to indulge more heavily in these activities for immediate gratification. In terms of control,
people have a lot more control over their personal finances and stocks now that trading can be done online rather than
through a 34 . Such full personal control leads people to develop an obsession with monitoring and adjusting
their investments. Finally, with activities like winning at a game of online poker or making the highest bid in an
auction, people feel a rush of excitement which becomes a great 35 and encourages them to do it again.
【請接續背面】

【4】31. • endorse
【1】32. • disorder
【3】33. • example
【1】34. • broker
【2】35. • fracture

‚ prohibit
‚ hostility
‚ station
‚ linguist
‚ reinforcement

ƒ eliminate
ƒ conduct
ƒ access
ƒ missionary
ƒ counterpart

„ accumulate
„ prosecution
„ procedure
„ correspondent
„ obligation

第二篇：
“Just because something is small, momentary or mundane doesn’t mean it’s trivial,” says Dr. Nick Baylis, author
of The Rough Guide to Happiness. The goodnight kiss from your loved one. Your favorite piece of music. A child’s
smile. Would you call 36 trivial? Of course not!
“We’re living in an increasingly macro-world 37 our lives are conducted on a grand scale,” he says.
“Every day, we’re told about economic situation in China, the financial crisis in Europe, 38 we need bigger cars
and TVs or more Facebook friends. To make yourself happy, you should get away from all this pressure and
39
the fundamental, simple, positive things- the sensual beauty around us.” Professor Peter Totterdell, a psychologist,
also says a small joy can bring happiness indefinitely. Indeed, he says, it’s a combination of small things, such as
meeting a friend, a walk by the river and eating your favorite snack, that generally determine 40 on a particular
day.
【4】36. • that
‚ this
【2】37. • how
‚ where
【3】38. • but
‚ so that
【1】39. • focus on
‚ look into
【4】40. • how are you happy
ƒ are you how happy

ƒ it
ƒ which
ƒ or that
ƒ open up
‚ how happy are you
„ how happy you are

„ those
„ while
„ yet
„ recover from

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】
第一篇：
World leaders need to take action on the energy crisis that is taking shape before our eyes. Oil prices are soaring
and it looks less and less likely that this is a bubble. The price of coal has doubled. Countries far apart as South Africa
are plagued by power cuts and there have been riots in several nations due to disruptions to electricity. Rich states, no
longer strangers to periodic blackouts, are worried about security of energy supply. In the developing world, 1.6
billion people have no access to electricity.
Global demand for energy is rising fast as the population increases and developing countries such as China and
India undergo dramatic economic growth. The International Energy Agency (IEA) says that the world’s energy needs
could be 50% higher in 2030 than they are today. Yet the fossil fuels on which the world still depends are finite and far
from environmentally friendly. Serious thought needs to be given now to creating viable alternatives. The need for
coordinated political action on energy issues has never been more acute. Yet there is no global energy institution in
which the countries of the world can agree on joint solutions to the potentially enormous problems we see emerging.
We have a World Health Organization, two global food agencies to deal with everything from trade to civil
aviation and maritime affairs. Energy, the motor of development and economic growth, is a glaring exception.
Although, like food and health, it cries out for a holistic, global approach, it is actually dealt with in a fragmented,
piecemeal way. A number of institutions focus on energy, but none with a mandate that is comprehensive and that
encompasses all energy forms. OPEC, for example, has just 13 members and deals exclusively with oil from the
producers’ perspective. The IEA represents the 27 OECD countries from the consumers’ viewpoint. The UN
coordinating mechanism, UN-Energy, has 20 member agencies, an indication of how fragmented the UN’s energy
activities are. UN-Energy has no budget or authority and serves as a modest forum for discussion and information
sharing.
【2】41. What is the first paragraph mainly about?
• World leaders’joint action.
‚ The ongoing energy crisis.
ƒ Soaring oil and coal prices.
„ The prevalent power cuts and riots.
【1】42. According to the passage, which of the following is a drawback of fossil fuels?
• They are not renewable.
‚ Their resources are hard to explore.
ƒ They cannot satisfy the domestic energy need.
„ The process of their refining consumes much energy.
【3】43. Which of the following is the closest in meaning with viable in the second paragraph?
• marginal
‚ favorable
ƒ practicable
„ temporary

【4】44. According to the passage, which of the following criticisms of the currently active energy institutes is
NOT true?
• Their member agencies are not representative enough.
‚ The types of energy resources they deal with are limited.
ƒ They don’t take a holistic approach to cope with energy affairs.
„ Given sufficient authorization and grants, they often abuse their power.
【1】45. Which of the following best summarizes the passage?
• The world needs a global energy organization to tackle the energy crisis.
‚ World leaders should work together to find alternative energy resources.
ƒ People should decrease their dependence on fossil fuels as soon as possible.
„ The world must speed up the development and transfer of new energy technology.
第二篇：
Now, I suspect, a lot of people are experiencing a kind of parents' remorse. We bought into the philosophy that
children needed unlimited self-esteem, maximum freedom and minimal pressure to succeed in life or contribute to
society. We taught our kids to think of themselves as entitled and to see themselves as the center of the universe. Now
instead of parents having expectations of their children, children have expectations of how their parents are supposed
to behave. We're here to serve them, to make their lives as comfortable and convenient as possible.
I want my children to stop acting like an only child, and learn to share everything with their siblings, including
their parents' time and attention. I want them to get out of their heads this idea that the world revolves around them,
and all that matters at any given moment of the day is what they want, need or feel; and I want them to treat people
better, starting with their family members, and then moving on to complete strangers, and not look down on anyone -ever.
Of course, the problem is that this is what parents are for. It's our job to instill these values and teach children
how to become good people. It doesn't happen naturally. And it won't happen magically. It'll only happen if we set
standards and enforce rules when they're not met. And fathers have a special role to play in all of this. It's not easy
being a good dad. In fact, it's exhausting. And it can often be frustrating. In fact, frankly, a lot of fathers decide it is too
hard. They give up, check out, hang back and essentially let their kids raise themselves. It's one of the reasons why we
got into this mess.
The only way out is for fathers to get back in the game. We have to be present in our children's lives. Forget
about being their friends. They have friends. They need fathers. We have to be in our kids' faces, just like our
grandfathers and fathers used to be. And for the same reason -- because we care enough not to be anywhere else.
【1】46. What is the passage mainly about?
• How to be a good father.
‚ How to serve children.
ƒ Why it is hard to be a kid.
„ Why parents are disappointed.
【3】47. What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
• Kids can raise themselves.
‚ Grandfather used to be strict with kids.
ƒ The author expects his children to be better people.
„ Parents try their best to make their children’s lives better.
【2】48. Which statement can be inferred from the passage?
• Fathers play no role in their families.
‚ Discipline needs to be established.
ƒ Children enjoy the pressure in life.
„ Parents pay too little attention to their kids.
【4】49. What does “it” refer to in “a lot of fathers decide it is too hard”?
• To find a job.
‚ To enforce rules.
ƒ To set standards.
„ To be a good father.
【4】50. Which behavior is the author most likely to encourage?
• Children care only for themselves.
‚ Fathers need to be their children’s best friend.
ƒ Kids can see themselves as the center of the universe.
„ Children can treat people better and never look down on anyone.

